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Share the fire warmth

The Indigenous Campfire extends a warm welcome from the traditional owners of this land and will be the centre of storytelling, learning and sharing over the winter season. Leempeeyt Weeyn’ will burn
continously from August 5-20 in Federation Square, offering a space out of time in the heart of the city. The fire is a symbol of resistance and a place for coming together, artistically and spiritually. Join the
warmth of the Campfire on selected evenings in August for a variety of activities, workshops, live music and spoken word performances.

Ecstatic fusion of soul
N

ew Zealand-born
songbird Kimbra
has just been
announced as
the latest addition to the
impressive 2017 Supersense:
Festival of the Ecstatic
line-up, taking place at Arts
Centre Melbourne August
18 – 20.
Kimbra is a producer,
musician and adventurous
performer – a musical force
innovating the shape of pop
today.
After exploding into the
public consciousness in
2011 with ‘Somebody That I
Used To Know’, a duet with
Gotye that earned her two
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Supersense curator Sophia
Brous. Supersense is a
contemporary performing
arts festival exploring ecstatic
experience held throughout
Arts Centre Melbourne.
Kimbra will bring a special
audio-visual electronic setup
to the festival, featuring
re-imaginations of old songs
and debuting new material,
showcasing all that is most
striking about her prodigious
vocal skills, alongside her live
electronic and production
prowess.
Kimbra joins an
extraordinary exclusive
program of legendary
artists and music pioneers

Grammy Awards for Record
of the Year and Best Pop Duo/
Group Performance, Kimbra
has cemented herself as an
unpredictable and genredefying maverick, fusing R&B
and soulful song-writing
with modern experiments
in electronics, prog and
otherworldly pop.
Following the release of
two acclaimed albums and
a move to New York, she
continues to transform her
sound, collaborating with
the likes of Questlove of
The Roots, Bilal and David
Byrne, and formed large
ensemble improvising
collective EXO-TECH with
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exploring the sublime and
supernatural.
The 2017 Supersense
festival will be presented
over three days of immersive,
revelatory performance
throughout the Arts Centre
Melbourne’s labyrinth of
underground walkways,
venues and performance
spaces, with back-to-back
performances from some of
the world’s most visionary
artistic pioneers forging new
perspectives on ritual and
transformation.
artscentremelbourne.com.au/
supersense

